Count the cost of
syndicated schemes
Private investors in
property vehicles risk
losing their profits to
promoters, thanks to a
punitive fee structure
borrowed from the unit
trust industry. Anthony
Ratcliffe reports
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Heed the warning: City slickers, having previously exploited the public's stock market obsession with their share investment schemes,
are now promoting commercial property
investment schemes, targeting inexperienced
private investors who now believe that property is the new panacea.
But the quality, and indeed the nature, of
many of these entrants to the syndication
market is suspect.
It is astounding that the products on offer
have been approved by the Financial Services
Authority for marketing to the general public,
without the FSA having undertaken a proper
analysis of the charges promoters are levying
on their new investment vehicles.
Most of the recent entrants to property syndication, which base their fees on those that
are well established in the unit trust market,
are charging investors an entry fee of around
6%. Therefore from a £100,000 investment,
£94,000 is actually applied to the property
and the purchase/financing costs thereon.
The entry fee is usually split between the pro-

moter and the independent financial adviser
who has introduced his hapless client.
Then there is the annual asset value fee of
around 2%, which I consider particularly
insidious. This is applied on a leveraged fund,
so that where the investor has subscribed, say,
£100,000, typically leveraged by 75% to a
gross investment circa £400,000, the 2%
annual asset value fee levied thereon is
effectively 8.5% on the investor's net cash.
Price of performance

Having cut deeply into the investor's potential returns with these standard fees, insult is
then added to injury by charging a performance fee at anything between 25% and 50% of
the final profit achieved, sometimes after a
modest performance target of around 9% pa
compounded has been met, and sometimes
with no performance target whatsoever.
Furthermore, the promoters levy these charges
on top of the professional fees charged by the
surveyors who are retained to do the actual
work.

Property presently remains outside the remit of
the FSA, but when these dubious schemes
have matured, several years from now, with
minimal returns to the investors and
substantial rewards to the promoters, I expect
the FSA to extend its power to encompass
property investment, bringing fettering
legislation,
additional
expense
and
bureaucracy to the industry as a consequence.
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